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1 ABSTRACT
There are more than 200 crypto exchange platforms operating globally. Even 

though many of them are capable of handling large crypto volumes, the 

disadvantages with which most of them suffer make the transaction on these 

platforms a risky affair. The biggest risk generating feature is their centralized 

architecture, in which a single authority controls the complete funds of the 

users, thereby, rendering them helpless and powerless in the scenario when the 

exchanges are hacked or shut down. For instance, in 2016, users lost around 12,000 

BTC when the centralized exchange Bitfinex was hacked. With a centralized system 

comes network vulnerabilities which makes such platforms prone to hacking. 

Moreover due to lower liquidity base, the centralized exchanges are also more 

vulnerable to local price slippage and frequent fluctuation in the crypto rates.

To counteract such challenges, DexAge has developed a decentralized, trustless, 

permissionless exchange platform where the control of the transactions will be 

in the hands of the users. The platform will be driven by the innovative concept 

of social web, where the interaction between the users, traders and investors 

will influence the growth and development of the DXG platform. Our user-centric 

platform will allow a myriad of peer-to-peer activities including crypto-crypto 

exchanges, crypto-trading, crypto-fiat trading, P2P lending and chatting through 

DXG chat DAPP. Since the platform will run on a decentralized blockchain network, 

all the transactions will be auditable and resistant to hacking due to their robust 

distributed architecture. By coordinating the exchange using smart contracts and 

involving user authorization during transaction, we will handover the real power to 

our users to control their operations on the DexAge platform.
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2 INTRODUCTION
Cryptocurrencies, with their slew of beneficial features, have taken the fintech 

world by storm. Their transaction, which occurs through a trustless, decentralized 

platform called blockchain, enables the users to trade their crypto assets without 

the involvement of a central governing body. The effect of this autonomy makes 

cryptocurrencies a lucrative digital cash system which is not bound by any 

government regulation, interest rates and exchange rates. Without any limiting 

government restrictions, these digital assets can be traded across countries and 

even be used for cross-border remittance transfers.

The effect of these benefits has been evident in the cryptocurrency market, which 

including both tokens and coins, has been on the rise since the launch of the first 

digital asset, Bitcoin, and shown a growth of more than 3000% in just 4 years from 

2013 to 2017.

With the rise of these digital currencies, there has been an increasing demand 

of platforms to buy and sell them. Currently, there are more than 200 exchange 

platforms operating globally among which the major players are Coinbase, Kraken, 

Binance, Bitfinex, etc. Even though many of these platforms handle crypto-
trade volumes exceeding $1B every 24 h, they are not without their share of 

weaknesses.

The biggest weakness of these exchanges comes from their centralized 

architecture, which puts the complete control of the user’s money on a single 

authority, rendering the users helpless in case of any mishap happening in the 

platform. For instance, the hacking of Bitfinex in 2016 led to the loss of 12,000 BTC 

, which couldn’t be tackled effectively due to the lack of government intervention in 

crypto-trading exchanges. One of the major factors that makes these centralized 

exchanges much more prone to hackers is their vulnerable infrastructure with a 

single point of control and a solitary failure point. Such network vulnerabilities 

have led to many fraud cases occurring in these exchanges, like the one with 

Mt.Gox.

In addition to the security issues, such centralized exchanges also result in 

frequent local price slippages because of their low liquidity base. As there 

is just a single authority who decides the rules and regulations of 

these exchanges, the rate of the cryptocurrencies on these 

platforms is more prone to fluctuation than compared to other 

financial markets. Additionally, the rules of the transaction 

at centralized crypto-trading platforms necessitate the 
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submission of personal details, which can be misused or even abused by the 

internal members of such platforms.

To tackle all the above challenges, DexAge comes with a promising crypto-
exchange solution which leverages the decentralized peer-to-peer transaction 

system of blockchain. The irony with blockchain is that it is being widely used in 

various sectors like healthcare, banking, real estate to data storage, but is under-
utilized in that one domain for which it was developed initially, i.e, crypto-trading.

So, having taken cognizance of the above shortcomings, the aim of DexAge is to 

capitalize on the blockchain technology and develop a permissionless, trustless 

and decentralized P2P trading and P2P lending platform which blend security and 

autonomy in the crypto-trading process.

What sets DexAge apart from other attempts at creating a decentralized 

exchange system isits ingenious business model, by which the whole 

DexAge ecosystem will be driven using the social web between 

its users, traders and investors. The ultimate aim of DXG is 

to build a user-centric ecosystem where the company and 

its users mutually benefit each other and grow and develop 

together.
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3  OVERVIEW OF 
CRYPTOCURRENCY, 
BLOCKCHAIN 
AND EXCHANGE 
PLATFORMS

3.1 CRYPTOCURRENCY

The technological experiment of Satoshi Nakamoto led to the advent of the first 

cryptocurrency known as Bitcoin. The highlight of this digital cash is that it 

operates on a decentralized peer-to-peer system with no central authority and 

prevented double spending of its users. Moreover, as other cryptocurrencies 

launched in the market, their other important advantages became evident, like their 

ease of transaction even during cross-border transfer, multiple functionality in the 

form of tokens, and their resistance to turbulent financial conditions like a volatile 

stock market and vacillating monetary regulations.

Such revolutionary features have made cryptocurrencies a major force within 

the investment landscape. Within four years from 2013 to 2017, the number of 

cryptocurrencies has shown an increase of 3,083%, and has reached the present 

number of 19931, as at 25 September, 2018, which can be further segmented into 

896 coins and 1097 tokens.

As the statistic reflects, compared to the generic crypto coins like bitcoin and 

ethereum, the crypto tokens have shown a greater rise. More and more enterprises 

are adopting the tokenization of their services to facilitate user authentication, 

payment security, compliance management and many other corporate needs. The 

process of tokenization of products, services with other real-world assets 

is gaining greater traction as with its ability to reduce the potential 

everyday spending of investors while fortifying the value for 

money and encouraging a culture of saving.

1 CoinMarketCap: All views
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As per Research and Market2, the tokenization market size is expected to rise from 

USD 823.0 million to USD 2,258.6 million in the five years from 2017 to 2022, at a 

CAGR of 22.4%.

Including coins and tokens, the whole cryptocurrency market valuation is 

forecasted to touch USD 1 trillion before 2018 ends, according to the LA token. A 

similar projection from them shows that the complete value of crypto assets is 

slated to hit USD 4 trillion by 2025 with their trading volume rising above USD 47 

trillion.

3.2 BLOCKCHAIN

One of the reasons for the staggering rise of these cryptocurrencies, both in the 

form of coins and tokens, is the “blockchain technology” used for their transaction. 

Blockchain is a distributed ledger technique that enables peer-to-peer transaction 

without the involvement of a controlling governing body.

The beauty of the blockchain technology is that it is not restricted to the 

cryptocurrency sector. With the rising computer processing abilities, this 

versatile technology has become viable enough to be used for many far-reaching 

applications. The growth rate of blockchain is predicted to show an upward trend 

and as per the IHS conservative market statistics, its business value is expected to 

reach $2 trillion by 2030. Currently, blockchain is being predominantly used in the 

following sectors, as per the IHS market data analytics:

Banks and Financial Technology Institutions

Media and Advertising Agencies

Public Sectors and Government Agencies

E-Commerce

Logistics and Supply Chain

Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs)

2 Research and Market
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Among all its applications, the enterprises launching ICOs have been one of 

the major sectors that have seen the unprecedented use of blockchain. ICOs 

are an online fundraising mechanism through which a tech startup company 

developing applications for blockchain technology raises funds by issuing new 

cryptocurrencies, or tokens to be purchased by investors. From 2013 to 2018, 

billions of dollars have been spent in raising money for the ICOs.

Compared to the traditional fundraising systems, blockchain-based ICOs enjoy the 

lack of regulations, a larger pool of investors, a global presence, more flexibility 

for investors and more raised funds. In June 2017, funds raised through ICOs 

surpassed those raised through VC investments for the first time, according to 

investment bank Goldman Sachs. With the ICOs gaining recognition, as in the case 

of SEC in America that accepted ICO tokens as securities from July 25, 2017, the 

number of ICOs are purported to increase and drive greater blockchain innovations.

3.3 EXCHANGE PLATFORMS

As the number and value of cryptocurrencies increase, so does their demand, leading 

to their increased trade and exchange through the exchange platforms. The result is 

that as compared to the 703 exchanges present in 2015, the exchange operating globally 

has skyrocketed to more than 2004, with a total 24h volume exceeding $2.5B.

The common feature of most of these crypto-based exchanges is that they are 

either fully or mostly centralized. Their system consists of regional servers where 

the computer power and network is centralized and the crypto-assets are placed 

for trading on the exchange wallets, which are then reconciled and withdrawn 

when the user wants to use it. For the transaction on these exchange platforms, the 

users have to submit their KYC (Know your Client) details in most of the cases.

Out of the 200 exchanges operating today, only a dozen of them have gained a 

global customer base and a credible reputation. Among them are Coinbase, Kraken, 

Bitfinex, Binance, Cex.io etc.

Even though all of these centralized platforms possess beneficial features, each 

of them has certain demerits that create hurdles in the smooth transaction of 

cryptocurrencies. The aim of DexAge is to eliminate these disadvantages 

through the use of a trustless decentralized exchange platform.

3 CryptoCoinCharts: Archive

4 CryptoCoinCharts: Cryptocurrency exchanges
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4  CHALLENGES OF 
THE CENTRALIZED 
EXCHANGE 
PLATFORMS

4.1 LOWER LIQUIDITY

Due to the presence of low liquidity bases, many centralized exchange platforms 

create an issue with liquidity. Especially in the case of smaller exchange 

platforms, which are characterized by a daily trading volume in the 

range of 1k BTC, several supply and demand problems arise 

and local price slippage issues occur. The result is that the 

buyer is compelled to cover the cost along with that of the 

network gas price, which is 1-10% higher than the original 

transaction costs.

CHALLENGES
associated with 

Centralized 

Exchange Platforms

Greater 

Fluctuation 

in Rates

Lower 

Liquidity

Security 

Issues

Loss of 
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Trading Fees
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4.2 LOSS OF MONEY

When Satoshi Nakamoto launched the first electronic cash transaction system, 

he envisioned a decentralized system where the exchanging partners would not 

need to trust a third party and had quoted, “The root problem with conventional 

currency is all the trust that’s required to make it work.”

With centralized systems, the same problem exists because the customers need to 

trust these platforms and in case a fraud or breakdown occurs on these exchanges, 

there is a risk of the funds getting partially or completely lost. The case of BTCE, 

which was the eight biggest bitcoin exchange platform till 2017 is a clear example 

of the risk that comes with trusting a third party. Due to the money-laundering and 

fraud related crimes committed at the BTCE exchange, the platform was blocked by 

the Russian law enforcement agency and almost 50% of the users lost their money.

4.3 ACCESS TO PERSONAL DETAILS

The centralized exchanges need the users to provide their personal details 

for buying and selling from these platforms. When KYC is conducted on these 

exchanges, the users need to provide the personal documents like passports and 

other photo IDs. These documents are under the control of a central authority that 

can misuse or abuse the details from such documents and create security issues 

for the users. In such monopolistic ecosystem, there is hardly anything that users 

can do once they make the investment.

4.4 GREATER FLUCTUATION IN RATES

Rates in a financial market can be manipulated by those few people who 

hold the majority share. In the case of centralized exchanges, since there is a 

single authority who decides on the rules and regulations, fluctuation in the 

cryptocurrency rates can occur with more frequency as compared to what is 

predicted by the market trends. Even if the rates are not acceptable to the users, 

they would not have any control over their money and may suffer from either 

increased risk of returns or inadequate returns.
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4.5 SECURITY ISSUES

Due to the presence of a single point of entry in the centralized exchanges, they 

can be easily manipulated by hackers who can access its solitary failure point. In 

the scenario where the platform gets hacked or closes its portal, the users can end 

up losing a lot or whole of their money, like in the case of Mt. Gox. in 2014, Mt. Gox 

suspended trading and claimed that approximately 850,000 BTC belonging to the 

company and its users had gone missing. The lost value at that time amounted to 

more than $450 million. Since the money is dealt in cryptocurrencies, there is even 

no government protection available in such cases.

4.6 HIGHER TRADING FEES

As seen in the case of Coinbase, a high transaction fee may be charged by the 

centralized platforms, to the tune of 0.25% to 3% . Such high transaction rates 

add to the already fluctuating prices of the currencies and create greater financial 

stress for the users.
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5 ENTER DEXAGE
DexAge is a Decentralized Exchange platform also enabling centralized crypto to crypto 

exchange, crypto-fiat trading, P2P lending and chat on DAPP, using 

auser-centric approach where the whole platform would be driven by social web.

5.1 OUR VISION

To create a trustless, permissionless P2P crypto exchange and trading platform 

that is autonomously driven by a synergetic web of traders, users and investors.

5.2 OUR MISSION

DexAge strives to make our P2P platform an autonomous ecosystem where our 

users, traders and investors would serve as the fuel and not just as the nuts 

and bolts of our platform. The real growth and development of DXG lies in the 

empowerment of its users, which we endeavour to achieve through the multi 

purpose functionality of our DexAge tokens. By enabling our users to stake, vote, 

pay loans and manage their assets in a decentralized exchange, trading and lending 

marketplace, our end-game is for DXG and its users to thrive with the proliferative 

potential of cryptocurrencies.

Our DXG trading infrastructure is fortified by the fusion of a distributed blockchain 

with a decentralized social web and heralds a socio-economic paradigm shift in the 

current crypto trading landscape. A financial system which equips its members to 

manage their money at their volition without the interference of a interagent, is the 

future that DexAge envisions.
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6  THE CORE FEATURES 
OF DEXAGE

6.1 P2P CRYPTO TO CRYPTO EXCHANGE

The decentralized DXG platform enables P2P crypto to crypto exchanges which 

empowers the users with complete control over the movement of the funds on the 

network. All the transactions would be coordinated by smart contracts which 

would be responsible for executing the trade settlement.

As users would exchange their crypto-assets, their balances 

would update in real-time and the final authorization would 

be taken care by them through their private keys. The 

authorization would prevent the users from rescinding 

any completed transactions and stop the DexAge platform 

from initiating any unauthorized transactions. Once the 

P2P Crypto to 

Crypto Exchange

The Core Features 
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P2P Fiat to Crypto 

Exchange

P2P Crypto-

Lending

Mobile Chat Dapp 

for Socio-economic 

Transactions
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transactions are complete, the authentication details would be relayed to all the 

nodes of the network by the user.

The acquired crypto assets will be stored in permissionless individual wallets 

that wouldn’t be controlled by DexAge and would offer complete autonomy to the 

user. For carrying out the next transaction, either during crypto-trading or crypto-
lending, users can directly send their digital assets from these wallets to the DXG 

exchange.

The role played by DexAge during the whole crypto-exchange process is to confirm 

the presence of sufficient funds in each party’s account, ascertain the credibility of 

the signed transaction and match the trade requests from its order book in case the 

transaction is approved.
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6.2 

Not just crypto to crypto exchange, but the DXG platform enables its users from 

different locations to exchange their crypto assets into fiat money, thus improving 

the liquidity of DXG in the process. Users can post the advertisements on the 

DexAge site detailing their exchange rate and payment method for the exchange. 

After responding to the advertisements, users have two options, either meeting the 

person directly and paying in cash or trading directly using online banking. For this 

P2P exchange, the crypto assets can be directly sent from the personal wallets of 

the user, similar to the case of DXG crypto to crypto exchange.The benefit of crypto-
cash exchange on DexAge is that it occurs on a decentralized platform, where the 

users can trade directly without the involvement of a central body, thereby, making 

the process fast and efficient.

6.3 

THE NEED TO TAKE LOANS:

Another way to reframe this statement to make it relevant in terms of crypto-
trading is that how can each trader hold their crypto asset or tokens in the long or 

short term, even when there is a need of cash? The answer to this question is by 

using smart P2P loans as provided by DexAge. By availing our P2P loan service, the 

clients will have an option of not selling their crypto assets in case they discover 

through technical and/or fundamental analysis that an xyz token market value would 

demonstrate appreciation in the immediate future. In such a scenario, DXG will enable 

them to stake their xyz token as collateral and procure a loan in similar value.

THE BENEFIT OF DEXAGE P2P LOAN:

DexAge offers a fully decentralized platform for lending and borrowing of crypto-
assets. Lenders and Borrowers who can respectively be DexAge investors or 

traders can create P2P lending agreements which will be based on the terms 

specified in the loan records. The loans/credits will be coordinated using smart 

contracts that will offer safety and security during the transaction without the 

interference of a central controlling body like a bank.

To ascertain the credibility of the borrower, their complete 

trading history will be displayed in the Borrower’s profile. 

The lenders can choose a DexAge trader with a profitable 

and trustworthy trading history and initiate the lending 
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process. Since, different lenders will compete with each other to provide the most 

competitive interest rate, every trader would have an access to a low interest rate 

irrespective of their location, something which is not possible in case of banks.

Since the DexAge platform is built on blockchain, it enjoys the same benefits as 

other transactions on blockchain do, i.e., the encoding of business transactions, 

rules and conditions into an immutable distributed ledger which cannot be altered.

Though this digital ledger is accessible publicly and capable of independently 

verifying each node on the distributed network before the transaction is processed, 

none of it can be altered once the transaction is made.

When loans are granted in a traditional manner from the financial institutions or 

individual lenders, the whole process is burdened by a cumbersome bureaucratic 

approach to enact the stipulated terms and conditions which are documented on a 

paper. The Blockchain proves an advantageous alternative to the traditional loan 

generation process because it enables smart loans to be processed using terms 

and conditions embedded in a smart contract. The Cryptocurrencies or tokens 

would function as loan collaterals which would be deposited by the borrower and 

held by a robust smart contract.

The end result would be a smart loan system guaranteeing no default and or loss 

of capital. At the expiration of the loan, if only the whole payment is received by the 

lender does the collateral go back to the borrower, otherwise it automatically gets 

confiscated in favour of the lender.The upside of the whole process is an error-
free loan payment process involving the minimum intervention from either the 

borrower or the lender.

6.4 
TRANSACTIONS

WHY DEXAGE USES SOCIAL WEB

“Facebook, with over two billion monthly active users, can basically drive the mass 

adoption of anything” -Clement Thibault of Investing.com

The astronomic use of social media has ushered in a sharing economy, 

where peers read and share media content on various topics. 

The social media platforms like Facebook, Google+, Youtube, 

Instagram, Whatsapp, Telegram offer a rich ecosystem 

where businesses can easily connect with their current 

and potential clients and business partners can collaborate 
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globally. Not just for connecting, social web has emerged as a major news source 

on many subjects, with 2/3rd of the American population using social media for 

getting their news.

The popularity and use of cryptocurrencies fluctuates with the kind of news that 

floats on the web. For instance, when positive cryptocurrency news, articles, posts, 

and updates dominate the news feeds, the price of the these digital assets rise. In 

the same vein, negative trending news can have a detrimental effect in the value 

of the cryptocurrencies, as happened during the hacking incident of the Hong Kong 

based crypto exchange Bitfinex. When news about it being hacked became viral in 

2016, the bitcoins observed a 20% fall in their price.

Similarly,in early 2018, the price of altcoins and bitcoins observed a downfall when 

giants like Google and Facebook decided to crack down on cryptocurrency-related 

ads. Such instances lend credibility to the statement made by Clement Thibault, 

about how strongly social platforms influence crypto trends.

DexAge strives to leverage this crypto-social relationship and grow its ecosystem by 

connecting all of its users on a social web. Moreover, emulating the same P2P model 

by which businesses connect and grow through the social media platforms, DexAge is 

introducing blockchain P2P for facilitating the crypto-exchange on its platform.

THE P2P DAPP BASED ON SOCIAL WEB

To promote the concept of a user-centric architecture, DexAge will come with a 

P2P mobile chat application where users would be able to engage in different 

exchange -related activities along with chatting. The four core facilities that can be 

availed by the users of the application are as follows:

i. Crypto to crypto Exchange

ii. Escrow trading

iii. P2P Lending

iv. DXG chat

The idea behind this trustless social network of DexAge is to empower each user 

to have a say in the operation of the network and be able to play a critical role in 

determining the progress of the DXG platform.

Below are some features of the DXG Chat app that will give it an edge 

over other exchange platform and networks.

A.  The conventional social networks are ridden with the 

issues of goal-misalignment of each party, where 

the owner, advertiser and the user operate on the 

network with different interests and motivations. By 

following a users-as -stakeholders approach, the 
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behavior of the DXG network would get aligned with the interest its users, 

thereby, creating a mutually beneficial environment where the platform 

grows with the progress of each stakeholder.

B.  The provision of the crypto-economic features along with the social ones 

will ensure the the perpetual growth and development of the DXG network 

because economic interests of users hold more weightage than their social 

aspirations in the longer run.

C.  The collateral benefit of the evolution of the DXG chat Dapp would be 

greater adoption of the tokens and technology of DexAge.

D.  A free and open-source messaging platform where users can engage 

in different exchange activities will lead to mass adoption because of its 

familiar and feasible model.

E.  Contrary to the centralized counterparts, the user-centric approach of DXG 

Chat Dapp will improve the engagement of the stakeholders since they 

would be in absolute control of their personal information.

F.  Such an autonomous model will also enable our network to evade censorship 

and restrict the ability of outside forces to limit the usage of the network. 

Therefore, all our users would enjoy the facility to chat and trade in a platform 

where not only their privacy and security is maintained but they also have 

control over the role they play within the network.
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7  CHALLENGES 
RESOLVED BY 
DEXAGE

The autonomous organization of the DexAge platform is such that is resolves many 

of the challenges that users face while using centralized platforms.

 »  The decentralized platform of DexAge is made up of distributed nodes 

with a robust architecture that makes it resistant to hacking.

 »  DexAge ecosystem is created in a way that it grows through shared 

mutual interest.

 »  Since there is no monopoly of authority, there is no chance of all the user 

personal details being accessed by a third-party , with the added benefit 

of lesser fluctuation in rates.

 »  In the DexAge platform, the transactions would be safely automated 

by the escrow services, offering a secure P2P exchange, 

trading and lending system for the new blockchain economy.

An experienced team of software developers and financial experts have created 

DexAge while keeping security, speed, efficiency and scalability as the priorities. 

The DXG platform is constructed in such a way that it streamlines the user trading 

activities and prevents overload issues from occurring during mission-critical 

applications in the real-time.
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8 USP OF DEXAGE

DECENTRALIZATION: The blockchain driven decentralized exchange platform of 

DexAge enables its users to carry out P2P crypto exchange, P2Pcrypto-trading and 

P2P lending in a robust ecosystem that is highly resistant to hacking.

AUTONOMY: The crypto-trading infrastructure at DexAge is an autonomous, 

self-sustainable system fuelled by the social connect between the 

traders and investors who use our platform. The lack of a single 

authority who controls the whole system hands over all the 

power to the stakeholders of DexAge, making them the prime 

force influencing our growth and development.
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TRUSTLESS SYSTEM: The P2P crypto transactions at the DXG platform, be it 

for exchange, trading or lending, would be coordinated by decentralized escrow 

services providing secure smart contracts. Moreover, the acquired crypto-assets 

would be stored in personal wallets which would not be under the control of 

DexAge, thus offering a trustless, permissionless exchange platform to our users.

SOCIAL WEB DRIVEN: The innovative business model of DexAge will capitalise on 

the power of the people. The DXG platform along with the Dapp will not just allow 

our traders, users and investors to trade and lend crypto-assets but will enable 

them to communicate and share their ideas and knowledge while interacting with 

one another through meetups and by chats on Dapp.

HIGHER LIQUIDITY: With a projected financial base of over 20 Million Dollars, 

DexAge aims to eliminate the issues like local price slippage that occurs due to low 

liquidity base.

Crypto-assets will undergo speedy conversion to cash/fiat money at the DXG 

platform as more and more traders and users would get bolstered by the social 

web strategy of DexAge and engage in the P2P crypto-trading and P2P crypto-
lending.

LESSER FLUCTUATION: DexAge promotes crypto-exchange, crypto-trading and 

crypto-lending through a peer-to-peer decentralized system that operates without 

a single governing authority who can lay down and alter the rules and regulations 

at its will. The trading and lending process at the DXG platform will be governed 

by consistent rules and regulations, and undergo the minimum changes over the 

years it functions. As a result, one can expect minimal or reasonable fluctuations 

in the rates of cryptocurrencies, unless happening as a result of a change in their 

actual intrinsic value. This approach will protect our stakeholders crypto-assets by 

mitigating the financial risks that arise in a fluctuating market scenario.

GREATER CAPITAL PROTECTION: By carrying out crypto-trading and crypto- 

lending on a trustless, decentralized platform, DexAge predominantly gets rid of 

the security issues which stem from a single controlling body. The absence of 

a solitary point failure in the DXG architecture makes it hacking-resistant, thus 

enabling greater protection of our user’s capital. The only role DexAge plays in 

the transaction process is to enable the efficient match between buyers and 

sellers, thereby eliminating any scenario where we can cheat on our 

stakeholders.
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9  BUSINESS MODEL OF 
DEXAGE

The business model of DexAge leverages the social connect of our users, traders 

and investors to drive greater P2P crypto-trading, P2P crypto-Lending and P2P 

crypto-fiat trading across a blockchain-based decentralized exchange platform.

Our business strategy is built upon the following 8 pillars that will enable the 

sustainable development of our infrastructure, and achieve symbiosis between 

DexAge and its stakeholders.

1. REFERRAL SCHEME: A strategy of ‘Incentives for 

Recommendation’ will facilitate the consumer adoption 

process of DexAge. Awards in the form of DXG tokens 

will be offered to affiliates for every referral who invests 

or trades on our platform, driving the mutual growth of 

DexAge with its users.
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2. STAKING: Dexage will evolve and migrate from ethereum to its own 

blockchain. DexAge proposed blockchain will operate on proof of stake (POS)  
to validate transactions, instead of proof of work (POW).  There will be no block 

reward, hence validators will be rewarded with transaction fees. This will be 

distributed via proof of stake mechanism to validators when Dexage Launches 

its novel blockchain.

3. VOTING AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION: For the evolution of DexAge into 

a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), our users will be able to vote 

via smart contracts. An implementation of this scheme will be demonstrated 

during the coin listing process which can be decided by community voting and/
or premium listing.

4. PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION: Through the Dapp, a single mouse click will 

enable our fund managers to carry out their crypto asset diversification. Our 

innovative DexAge algorithmic trading strategy will simplify the process of 

purchasing various coins while allowing the users to specify the percentage 

(%) of their fund they want allocated to each coin.

5. DXG CHAT DAPP: This is a revolutionary strategy adopted by DexAge which 

enables its users to send and receive the DXG tokens while chatting on our app.

6. CRYPTO ACQUISITION: The main feature of our DexAge web/app is to enable 

seamless P2P crypto to crypto exchange between our buyers and sellers. The 

transactions are automated via smart contracts which eliminate the need of a 

monopolistic authority. Crypto assets acquired from the DexAge agents can be 

used for trading or as a loan collateral.

7. P2P TRADING: DexAge offers permissionless personal wallets which are not 

controlled by us as in the case of other centralized exchanges. The crypto 

funds acquired from our agents can be sent to these wallets and exchanged 

for decentralized and trustless P2P trading. The only role DexAge plays in this 

phase is to match the trade requests from its order book via the DXG engine. 

However, DexAge may advise its users but such advice is not a rule of the 

thumb.

8. CRYPTO ASSET LIQUIDITY: Due to the constant interaction on the social 

web and the efficiency of the DXG platform, the clients will be 

enabled to efficiently convert their crypto-assets into cash, and 

enhance the liquidity of DexAge. As in the case of crypto-
exchange, crypto-trading and crypto-lending, these 

transactions would also be overseen by decentralized 

escrows, without the interference of DexAge in the 

process.
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10  MATCHING ENGINE 
OF DEXAGE 
DECENTRALIZED 
EXCHANGE ON 
ETHEREUM

The transactional integrity of the DXG platform comes from the top-tier matching 

engine developed by the expert engineers at DexAge. The algorithm used by our 

Ethereum blockchain will enable 3000 transactions per second, the fastest in the 

market. Its robust architecture ensures that the orders never get stuck, even when 

the matching engine is overwhelmed.
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11  FEATURES OF 
DEXAGE EXCHANGE

Through continuous development and upgrade, the DexAge platform will get 

equipped with advanced and innovative features to facilitate the exchange between 

buyers and sellers:

1. Decentralized Crypto Exchange

2. P2P Fiat-Crypto Trading

3. DXG Staking

4. P2P Lending

5. Mobile Chat App for Socio-economic Transactions

6. DXG Decentralized Autonomous Organisation

7. Intelligent One-click Diversification for Crypto Asset Manager.
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12  REVENUE MODEL OF 
DEXAGE

The following sources would be responsible for generating our projected revenue:

EXCHANGE FEES

A 0.1% fixed charge per trade . As a result, a 24 hour trading 

volume of 358,736,134 USD will generate 358,736.134 USD profit.

CRYPTO-FIAT TRADING FEES

0.5% fixed charges per transaction

PREMIUM COIN LISTING FEES

To be charged in the scenario where the coin is not listed by 

community voting.

WITHDRAWAL FEES

To be charged for covering the blockchain transaction cost

PREMIUM LISTING ON MOBILE CHAT APP

To be charged to list the coins on DXG chat Dapp.

LOAN PROCESSING FEES 

To be charged on loan transactions
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13 SERVICES
13.1 COIN LISTING

DexAge will offer technical and customer support to carry out the exchange/trading 

of the following coins/tokens:

MARKETS

EOS BTC ETH USDT DXG

BTC/EOS ETH/BTC BTC/ETH BTC/USDT BTC/DXG

DXG/EOS ADA/BTC ADA/ETH EOS/USDT EOS/DXG

XRP/EOS EOS/BTC EOS/ETH ETH/USDT ADA/DXG

ADA/EOS DXG/BTC DXG/ETH DXG/USDT ETH/DXG

ETH/EOS XRP/BTC XRP/ETH XRP/USDT XRP/DXG

More coins will be added to to this market after the initial launch of DexAge. All the 

coins to be listed will be stringently scrutinized to adhere to the liquidity criteria as 

well as the stipulated credibility standards.Post the approval by our core team of 

crypto- experts, the community members would use smart contract to place their 

votes prior to the final addition of the token to the platform.

It is to be noted that if your coin meets all our eligibility criteria, then the process 

of coin listing can be carried out free of cost. This free listing feature is exclusively 

provided to the community members. For outside members, a premium fee has to 

be paid for listing their coin on the exchange or mobile Dapp.

13.2 LANGUAGE SUPPORT

The DexAge platform shall support a wide-range of international 

languages including French, English, Chinese, amongst others. The 

purpose of multi-lingual functionality is to help promote and 

permeate DexAge within the untapped French, Asian, and 

other markets where there are high chances of language 

barriers to arise.
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14  CUSTOMER 
ACQUISITION

The in-house team of marketing experts at DexAge have created a marketing 

strategy that aims to enhance the visibility of DexAge brand and DXG token in the 

traditional as well as the digital landscape. For making our potential customers 

aware of the significance and versatility of DXG tokens, we have leveraged social 

media influencers, online marketers as well as conventional mass media which will 

engage with and inform our potential clients and investors all about our platform. 

The marketing strategy would involve a multi-pronged approach of using airdrop 

campaigns, referral and affiliate programmes, strategic partnerships between its 

various stakeholders, point of sale as as well as through the feature of DexAge 

Smart P2P Loans.
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and Affiliate 
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PCS - Point 
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DexAge Smart 
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14.1 AIRDROP CAMPAIGNS

An airdrop campaign would be carried out using the social media platforms of 

Telegram, Facebook and Twitter in which every successful participant shall receive 

at least 3000 DXG tokenswith an estimated value of 0.15 ETH($30). The campaign 

would be carried out using Ethereum blockchain platform, where for every referral 

our clients and investors can earn an extra 50 DXG. The purpose behind the 

airdrops campaign would be to enhance the reach and accessibility of the DXG 

ecosystem for all our potential clients.

14.2 REFERRAL AND AFFILIATE PROGRAMMES

As stated and described previously in the DexAge Business Model, every affiliate 

whose referral trades or who invests in the DXG platform shall be incentivized with 

DXG tokens, encoded in smart contracts. The purpose behind this strategy is to 

promote the adoption process of DexAge among its clients in a way that it benefits 

both our stakeholders as well as the DexAge.

Working towards the same aim, DXG will also encourage and support the activity 

of crypto-trading and provide crypto-relevant workshops, transforming novices 

into smart traders. Our end goal is, “Every DexAge affiliate will be trained to be a 

veteran trader, legendary promoter and ardent holder of the DXG token.”

14.3 STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

As explained in the Business model, the social web of the stakeholders will drive 

the growth of DexAge. The crypto-space of our platform will involve a slew of 

strategic partnerships whose ultimate aim would be the advancement of our 

business model in a way that is beneficial for DexAge as well as our community 

of traders, users and investors. For instance, when DexAge will gain complete 

autonomy, its community will be empowered to vote and via smart contracts before 

specific partnerships are concretized.

14.4 

The feature of crypto-asset management will be a lucrative 

option for those merchants and fund managers who need to 

streamline their Bitcoin cash flows. A Business to Business 

(B2B) marketing and promotion strategy has been devised 
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so that the retailers wishing to make and accept crypto payments will be able to 

manage their crypto assets using the one-click diversification scheme of DexAge. 

To counter the frequent fluctuations in BTC price that acts as a major deterrent 

in the adoption of crypto in retail checkouts, we shall provide an easy, flexible 

and customer-friendly user interface that will make the act of crypto-use and 

management much more effortless.

14.5 DEXAGE SMART P2P LOANS

Process of DXG P2P smart loans: The DexAge marketplace will empower the 

crypto investors and creditors with opportunities where they can mutually execute 

loan transactions. The creditor would be able to specify the interest rate (e.g. 

7.5%) and the loan duration (e.g. 35 days), while interested investors or traders 

would simultaneously stake their collateral for acquiring the loan. DexAge will 

perform the function of selecting and listing viable tokens with their active project 

development teams. The ultimate advantage to the borrower and lender would 

be an ecosystem where the complete loan transaction process is carried out in a 

secure, transparent, permissionless, trustless and and a decentralized manner 

using the Ethereum Blockchain.
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15 DEXAGE ICO DETAILS

TICKER DXG

IEO PRICE 0.0007

SOFT CAP 5,000,000 USD

HARD CAP 24,000,000 USD

TOTAL TOKENS 5,000,000,000 DXG

TOTAL TOKENS FOR SALE  (55%) 2,750,000,000

The DexAge ICO would be conducted on the Ethereum blockchain 

platform. For the purpose of payments, coins and tokens in the 

form of BTC, ETH, and EOS would be accepted. The unsold 

DXG tokens left after the crowd sale event will be burnt. 

The provision provided by DexAge is to lock each team 

members’ tokens for a duration of one (1) year.

4%
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45%
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19%
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15%
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10%
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15.1 FUNDING ALLOCATION

15.2 DEXAGE BUYBACK PLAN

As per our buy-back strategy, 20% of the revenue generated from the DexAge 

platform would be used to buy-back and burn DexAge tokens at the end of each 

quarter. The whole buy-back and burn process will continue until half (50%) of 

the DexAge tokens are destroyed out of circulation, thereby changing the demand/
supply ratio.

DexAge endeavours to maintain an overriding autonomy with a user-centric 

approach based on a highly decentralized mechanism so that the power to 

grow and develop the platform would be in the hands of DexAge’s community of 

traders and investors. Using the advanced blockchain platform with innovative 

crypto-trading features, we aim to provide the world P2P trading and lending 

marketplace that will be safe, secure, fertile and enduring.
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16  WHY SHOULD 
INVESTORS BUY DXG 
TOKENS

16.1 VERSATILITY AND STABILITY

DXG tokens can be used for a host of functions, including 

staking, voting, payments, transactions, collateral, etc 

within the DexAge ecosystem. The benefit of such multiple 

functionalities would be a wide scope of applications for the 

DXG tokens, which along with minimum price volatility would 

guarantee stability for the users in the long term.

16.2 STAKING

Proof of Stake(POS) is a more environmentally safe means 

of sustaining the emerging blockchain economy than Proof of 

Work(POW). Instead of expending so much electrical power 

as in proof of work, Dexage ecosystem will operate on a POS-
based blockchain. In POS,  block validators will be rewarded with 

transaction fees generated within the Dexage ecosystem as they 

validate transactions.  A precursor to this shall be introduced 

within Dexage ecosystem, even as it runs on this present Ethereum Blockchain

16.3 PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Using the one-click diversification tool of DXG platform, 

the merchants at DexAge can manage their crypto-
assets and allocate the funds to be allocated 

to each coin at their own discretion. The 

tokens can be used as a collateral in the P2P loan feature of 

DexAge, thereby, enhancing the liquidity of our currency base.
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17 ROADMAP
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2017

2018

2019

2020

ST ART

FINISH

Q1 - Proof of Concept

Q1 - Team Formation; 

Research and Development

Q2 - DexAge Platform 

Prototyping

Q3 - Private Sales of DXG 

to core investors

Q4 - Release of DXG Alpha 

Version; DXG pre-sale to 

qualified investors; Main 

crowdsale begins

Q1 - Main crowdsale ends; 

Q2 - DexAge listing on 

other exchanges

Q3 - Release of P2P 

Exchange (Beta Version)

Q4 - Release of DXG Chat 

DAPP (Beta Version)

Q1 - Release of DexAge 

web P2P Exchange Trading 

Platform
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18 MEET THE TEAM
CEO/CO-FOUNDER (CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER)

Precious Kenneth W.

Computer Scientist and Serial Entrepreneur, CEO/
Founder of Nigeria’s Most prominent crypto Exchange: 

www.ngexchanger.com.

Over 7 years experience in business networking, development and Investment. 

A Blockchain Analyst, leading research and development of the DexAge 

Ecosystem.

CTO/ CO-FOUNDER (CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER)

Suanu Neenwi

IT Manager with commitment to the success of 

the Dexage Blockchain Ecosystem. Over 10 years 

experience, as Lecturer in the department of Computer 

Science, Ken Saro-Wiwa Polytechnic. Has published 

articles in International Journals on Algorithmic Trading 

using Fuzzy Logic and Artificial Neural Network.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR (HEAD OF 

OPERATIONS) EUROPE

Gody Wogu

Gody is an experienced professional with over 13years of a 

demonstrated history of working in Automotive (Faurecia), 
Oil & gas (ExxonMobil) and IT service management (HP, 

SAP). A strong purchasing experience and skilled in 

Negotiation, B2B Sales, Strategic Sourcing, financial services and Project 

Management.

As a serial Entrepreneur, he was the founder of Synergy 

Group (clothings and accessories), as well as Co-founder of 

Alpex events management company, the Parent company 

of Conforce group Czechia (now sold). He is a blockchain 

enthusiast and experienced crypto trader. His hobbies 

includes football, reading and cooking. Gody is responsible 

for Business development and expansion of DexAge 

technology in Europe.
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COO (CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER) AFRICA

Ukaoma Stanley

Director/Consultant, Digital Asset Trading Academy( DATA)

Contemporary Financial Bounce Back. Counselor/Coach

CFO (CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER)

Kenneth Chile W.

Financial Systems Analyst, with proficiency in 

Investment Strategy Development, Portfolio and 

Risk Management.Over 10 years cognate experience, 

as financial consultant to successful organizations, 

including Synergy Group Ltd. Presently, Chief Financial Officer (CFO) at Nyxel 

Integrated Services (www.ngexchanger.com)

CSM (COMMUNITY SUPPORT MANAGER)

Jude Umeano

Information Technology Consultant, graduate of 

Electrical Engineering and Editor-in-Chief www.

Nigerianbitcoincommunity.com. Industry-level 

experience as Operations Engineer ( Total Support 

Energy) for projects and facility in Nigeria.Administrative 

Manager and IT Officer ( Shelter Consortium Limited -SCL) developing 

corporate web portals for B2B communications with Nigeria Liquefied Natural 

Gas(NLNG). Strategic partnerships with ngexchanger, Remitano, IQOptions, Bitfi 

Wallet, amongst others due to success of www.nigerianbitcoincommunity.com 

in combating Bitcoin scams.

SENIOR CONTENT MANAGER

Zuzana Mejdrova

A Bitcoin Enthusiast, experienced 

Literary Writer, and English 

Language Instructor. Graduated 

from the University of Ostrava, 

Faculty of Arts. With strong 

passion for Blockchain, and Cryptocurrencies, now 

devotes time for the editing and moderation of DexAge 

media contents.
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SOLUTION ARCHITECT/LEAD DEVELOPER

David Oti

David is a tech visionary who looks back on more than 10 years 

of experience in the software development industry. He not 

only provide commitments as a developer, but as a business 

stakeholder as well.

As a senior level engineer, David has a proven track record of incorporating business 

requirements into cost-effective, secure & user-friendly solutions known for scalability 

and durability.

He also developed NGexchanger.com, a cryptocurrency exchange platform in Nigeria. 

David has been part of various top-notch projects like: Designa, Uduala, Mobimatic, 

Marketdroplet, Shopaydia, etc. He dedicates most of his time in research and 

development, looking for the next big thing.
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19.1 ADVISORS

LEGAL ADVISOR

Kingsley Okes Idisi

Kingsley Okes Idisi is a lawyer, Mediator and an 

Arbitrator. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered 

Mediators and Conciliators, Nigeria, member of the 

Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, Nigeria and member 

of the Association of Professional Negotiators and 

Mediators, Nigeria.

Kingsley Okes Idisi is the Principal Partner of MAVS Chambers, a firm of Legal 

Practitioners based in Warri, Nigeria. He is also the Executive Director, Green-
Ad Alternative Dispute Resolution Consult Ltd/Gte, operators of Green-Ad ADR 

Center, Effurun, Delta State and an appointed External Neutral (Mediator) to the 

Delta State Multi-Door Court House.

He is experience in commercial disputes of all sorts.

BOARD ADVISOR

Sydney Ifergan

Digital marketing veteran with more than 20 years 

of experience in online marketing, Editor-in-
Chief/Publisher of thecurrencyanalytics.com and 

financialreport24.com.

Provides creative out-of-the-box marketing strategies 

for companies, enabling high online ranking and brand visibility.

Graduate of the prestigious ECOLE SUPÉRIEUR D`INFORMATIQUE ET DE 

GESTION (ESIG), PARIS, with BTS in Computing.

Have served as the Chief Marketing Officer and CEO of several FX brands 

including Stock.com (renamed to trade.com), and GKFX.

Currently serving as ICO Advisor and Marketing Advisor for 

WPP Energy, trade.io, Ingot Coin, Xinfin, genEOS.IO, Geeba, 

NanoHealthCare token, VICTORTOKEN, Playgame Pte. Ltd
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MARKETING ADVISOR

Manoj Rana

Experienced Digital Marketer and Online Reputation 

Manager at Websetters, one of India’s leading online 

reputation company and web Development Company. 

A prolific content developer, with Over 7+ years Experience in online marketing 

services, including Search Engine Optimization(SEO), Search Engine Marketing 

(SEM), Social Media Community Building, Blogging, Site Ranking Analysis, just 

to mention a few.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNICAL ADVISER

T Aravinda Babu

A world-class leadership expert, representing top 

brands like Nokia, Motorola, IBM Labs, amongst others; 

with over 16+ years of rich industrial experience in 

Security, Blockchain and Cloud Computing.

A Computer Scientist(M.Sc) with patent on Encryption Deployment Discovery in 

an Enterprise at US Patents and Trademark Office(USPTO).

An experienced Linux System, and Application Programmer; with skills 

covering network security, product development, architectural design, solution 

frameworks and Blockchain.

He is currently working as a Technical Blockchain Adviser to successful 

international startups, including DexAge.
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19 DISCLAIMER
The goal of the white paper drafted by the DexAge project (the “Company”) is 

to extend the DXG tokens to our prospective holders for the event of the token 

launch as propounded by DexAge. The DexAge team would like to clarify that the 

information presented above may not be all-inclusive and by no means implies any 

sort of contractual relationship. The sole purpose being served by the white paper 

is to provide reasonable and relevant information associated with the DexAge ICO 

to the prospective token holders.

The DXG token holders are invited to carry out a comprehensive evaluation of the 

company to comprehend the current or future values of the DXG tokens obtained 

by them. No element of the white paper should be considered as a prospectus of 

any kind or as a solicitation or offering to purchase some securities within any 

jurisdiction. The development of this document did not occur as per the regulations 

which are purported to protect the rights of investors, and hence, this paper cannot 

be subjected to any such laws from any such jurisdiction.

It should be noted that there are certain estimates, statements and financial 

information within the paper which reflect that as a result of some known and 

unknown uncertainties, the results implied in the paper may not completely match 

with the actual results or events. The future events that have been proposed in the 

white paper should not be considered as a guaranteed forecast or a surety of profit 

with the DXG tokens.

This white paper presented in the English Language is the preliminary source 

of information in context of the DexAge ICO and token launch. The information 

presented in the paper may get translated from time to time into other languages 

or be utilized during further correspondence with the current or potential partners, 

customers, etc. During the process of such translations, the information provided in 

this white paper may get lost, become corrupted or get misinterpreted.

Therefore, DexAge cannot guarantee the accuracy and credibility of such alternative 

information. In the scenario that certain inconsistencies or conflicts arise due to the 

alternative translations, the information provided in this official, primary English 

language DexAge white paper shall be considered accurate and authoritative.






